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Abstract 
For a Hausdorff space (X, 7) with a topology r and Y C X, let (X,7(X, Y)) be the space X 
with the topology 7(X, Y) defined by {G U B 1 G E T, B c Y}. We prove that in case (X, 7) 
is paracompact and perfectly normal with Y metrizable, (X,7(X; Y)) x (Y, T/Y) is normal iff Y 
is F, in (X, T). An example is also given showing that without perfect normality of (X, 7) this 
result is not true even if (X, T) is hereditarily paracompact. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
By a space we mean a Hausdorff space. Let (X, 7) be a space with a topology T and 
let Y c X. Then the family {G U B 1 G E r, B c Y } defines a new topology on X 
which will be denoted by T(X; Y) in what follows. It is easy to see that if (X, T) is 
hereditarily paracompact, so is the space (X, 7(X; Y)). In this note we shall prove the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Let (X, r) be a paracompact perfectly normal space with Y as a metriz- 
able subspace. Then the product space (X,7(X; Y)) x (Y> TIY) is normal iff Y is F, 
in (X, 7). 
For the special case where (X,7) is a metric space, the space (X,T(X;Y)) was 
introduced by Michael [l] to obtain the Michael line. The important property of the 
Michael line is exhibited in the “only if” part of Theorem 1.1 above or more generally, 
in Theorem 1.2 below. 
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Theorem 1.2. Let (X, r) be a hereditarily paracompact space with Y as a metrizable 
subspace. If Y is generalized F, (that is, for any open set G with G > Y there exists an 
F, set F with Y c F c G) but not F,, then the product space (X, 7(X; Y)) x (Y, r[Y) 
is not normal. 
Without the condition “generalized F,” for Y, Theorem 1.2 does not hold in general. 
Indeed, we have 
Theorem 1.3. There exists a hereditarily paracompact space (X, r) with Y as a metriz- 
able subspace such that either 
(4 (X,r(X;Y)) x (Y,rlY) is normal but Y is not F, in (X, r), or 
(b) (X,r(X;Y)) x (YrlY) is not normal but Y is F, in (X, r). 
Thus, Theorem 1.1 does not hold in general unless the condition of perfect normality 
is assumed for (X, 7). 
2. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
It is easy to prove Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 below. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a subset of X. Then A is F, in the space (X, r(X; Y)) ifs there 
exist an F, subset F of (X, r) and a subset B of Y such that A = F - B. 
Lemma 2.2. The subset Y of X is F, in the space (X, 7(X; Y)) ifsY is F, in (X, 7). 
To show the “if” part of Theorem 1.1, suppose Y is F, in (X, 7). Then by Lemma 2.1 
it is easy to see that (X, 7(X; Y)) is perfectly normal. Since the product of a perfectly 
normal space with a metric space is normal (cf. Morita [3]), we have the “if” part of the 
theorem. The “only if” part of Theorem 1.1 is a corollary to Theorem 1.2. 
To prove Theorem 1.2 we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.3. Let (X, r) be a paracompact space and let Y c X. Then every open cover 
of the subspace Y has a locally Jinite open refinement which is a-locally finite in (X, r) 
iff Y is generalized F, in (X, T). 
Proof. Assume Y is generalized F, in (X, r). Let {GA f? Y 1 X E A} be any open cover 
of the subspace Y, where each GA is an open set of X. Let us put G = lJ{Gx 1 X E A} 
and find an FO subset F with Y c F c G. Then there exists a countable number of open 
sets Hi, i E N, of X such that Cl Hi C Hi+* for i E N and Y C U{Hi 1 i E N} C G, 
where Cl means the closure operation in (X, r) and N is the set of all positive integers. 
For each i there exists a locally finite open cover {HiA 1 X E Ai} of the subspace Cl Hi 
which refines {GA n Cl Hi I A E A}. The family 
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is locally finite in (X, r), where we put Ho = H_, = 0. Hence U{Ci 1 i E W} is 
g-locally finite in (X, r) and refines {GA 1 X E A}. Observe that U{fZ,IY / i E RI} is 
locally finite in Y and covers Y. Hence this proves the “if” part of the lemma. The “only 
if” part is easily proved. •I 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume first that Y is generalized F, in (X, r). Then by 
Lemma 2.3 there exists a countable number of locally finite open covers Vi, i E N, 
of the subspace (Y, rlY) such that each Vi = {Vi, I cy E L?i} is c-locally finite in (X. r) 
and {St(v:Vi) / i E N} is a basis of nbds at each point y of (Y. 7/Y). 
Let us put, for o, E Q,, . . , ai E Qi, 
W((Y,) . . ,(Y1)=n{vja3 Ij= l,...,i}, (1) 
G(o,, . . ,c&)= (x-ClW(a: ,,..., cui))UY, (2) 
where Cl means the closure operation in (X, r). Then each G(a,, . . . , ai) is open in 
(X, r(X;Y)) and G(cr,, . . . , ~i) c G(a,, . . . , CQ, a,+,) for (u, E Q,, . . ., cyi+l E f&+, 
and 
G={G(tx I,..., cq)xW(o ,,..., cri)/o+flj,j=l: . . . . i, REM} (3) 
is a basic cover of the product space (X, 7(X; Y)) x (Y, TIY) in the sense of Morita [4]. 
Now assume that the product space (X,r(X;Y)) x (Y,r/Y) is normal. Then this 
product space is countably paracompact; in case (Y, rlY) is discrete this is seen from the 
assumption of Theorem 1.2 and in case (Y? r/Y) is not discrete from Rudin and Starbird 
[51. 
Hence by Morita [4, Theorem 2. I] G has a special refinement, that is, there exists a fam- 
ily {F(a,, . . ,c&) (“j E q, j = l,... , i, i E N} of closed subsets of (X, r(X;Y)) 
such that 
F(cY,, . . , CY~) c G(o,, . . . . ~i) for a, E 0,:. . , Qi E f&. (4) 
X x Y = u {F(a,, . . , ai) x W(cr,, . . ai) / 
CYJ E L$, j = l,..., i, if&N}. (5) 
Then by (2) and (4) we have 
F(a, , . . , a,) n Cl W(a, , . . . , (Y,) c Y n Cl W(a,, . . : a,). (6) 
On the other hand, for any y E Y there exist o, E R,, . . . , ai E f&, such that 
(y/,9) E F(a,, . . , cxi) x W(a,, . . . ,ai) and hence such that 
Y/E F(LY, !..., ai)nClW(a, ,..., o,). 
This shows that 
YcIJP( Q, )..., a,)flClW(a ,,.... a,)Ia,Eq, j=l,..., i. iEN}. (7) 
Since F(a,, . . , CQ) is closed in (X,7(X; Y)) there exist a closed set K(cu,, . . , CQ) 
of (X,7) and a subset B(a,, . . ,a,) of Y such that 
F(cq,... ,cQ)=K(ck ,,... ,cui)-B(CY ,...., ai) 
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Hence it follows that from (6) and (7) that 
K(Ck!l,... ) Qi) n Cl W(cy, ( . . . ) ai) c Y, (8) 
YcU{K(a ,,..., oli)ncc1w(cy~ )..., ~~)(aJE~~,j=l).‘., i, iEN}. (9) 
Since the family {W(al, . . . , ai) 1 aj E Ojnj, j = 1,. . , i, i E N} is a-locally finite in 
the space (X, T) and each K(crl, . . . , cri)nCl W(cr,, . . . , ai) is closed in (X, T), it is seen 
from (8) and (9) that Y is F, in (X, T). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Let (X, ~00) be a metrizable space which contains a non-F, subset Y. Let us put 7 = 
70(X; Y). Then 7-(X; Y) = 7 and by Lemma 2.2 Y is not F, in (X; 7). Since (Y, 71Y) is 
a discrete space, the product space (X,7(X; Y)) x (Y, TIY) is normal. Therefore (X, T) is 
a hereditarily paracompact space with Y as a non-F, subset, but (X, 7(X; Y)) x (Y, 7)Y) 
is normal. 
Next, let us construct the free sum (= disjoint union) (X’, T’) of (X, T) and (Y, 70/Y), 
that is, 
x’ = x u Y’, x n Y’ = 0, 
(X, M) = (X, T), (Y’, T’IY’) = (Y, TOIY), 
T’={GUHIGET, HET’IY’}. 
Then Y’ is closed in (X’, T') but (X’, T/(X’; Y’)) x (Y’, T’IY’) is not normal because 
(X, T) x (Y, ToIY) is not normal by Theorem 1 .l . 
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